R.A.N.C.H. - FREELANDER Kit

R.A.N.C.H. - Rapidly Assemblable Nomadic Clustering Hut is the FREELANDER Essential KIT, it moves around the project area thanks to ARGO, on which up to eight R.A.N.C.H. Kit can be stored.

The R.A.N.C.H. allow free use of the whole Project site area, it can be carried alone and is composed of the minimum objects for camping in extreme locations. It look like an old military backpack and contains all the necessary tool for camping and survival for two days.

The essential contents are listed below:

- R.A.N.C.H. Bag
- Military shovel
- Personal Kit
- Emergency Radio
- Sleeping bag
- Rope
- Winter clothes
- Fly Ranch
- FREDLANDER MAP
- Emergency Kit
  - Water 1 Gal
  - Mini solar panel
  - Explorer tool
  - Food
  - Flare Gun

Components

1. Fabric type 1 - Canvas 100% Natural
2. Fabric type 2 - Space Blanket
3. Structure Aluminium 100% Recycled
4. Metal Cables
5. Water-Resistant fabric base

The HUT

The HUT inside the R.A.N.C.H. design is simple, functional and sustainable, it can Host up to 2/3 people and it does not impact the environment.

ARGO

You can find The FREELANDER Environmental Map inside the R.A.N.C.H. Essential KIT, it shows the trajectory traveled by ARGO and natural Hotspots where you can camp and enjoy the environment.